TERIOTEC® X
CREATIONAL FREEDOM –
DESIGNED IN LARGE FORMAT
This is where ‘large format’ as a description for patio flooring is newly defined. TerioTec® X is non-slip, glazed and dimensionally accurately calibrated but still guaranteed for frost-resistance – also when laid fixed and with grouted joints.

Newly defined is therefore also the provided freedom as far as a generous visual appearance is concerned as well as the hygiene of the floor and easy-care outdoors. A prime example for what it means when creational rooms are made of functional ones. Fine to be laid loosely where it suits.
CREATIONAL FREEDOM – DESIGNED IN LARGE FORMAT
COLOURS AND FORMAT

710 crio
format 0183
terrace slab 20
40 x 80 x 2 cm
calibrated

755 camaro
format 0183
terrace slab 20
40 x 80 x 2 cm
calibrated

635 gari
format 0183
terrace slab 20
40 x 80 x 2 cm
calibrated

645 giru
format 0183
terrace slab 20
40 x 80 x 2 cm
calibrated

920 weizenschnee
format 0183
terrace slab 20
40 x 80 x 2 cm
calibrated

927 rosenlüt
format 0183
terrace slab 20
40 x 80 x 2 cm
calibrated

FROST RESISTANT.
ANTI-SLIP.
STATE OF THE ART.

IDEAL ADHESIVE PROPERTIES
THROUGH EXTRUDED CERAMICS
ON REAR SURFACE.

10 MM MATERIAL THICKNESS,
CALIBRATED.

MODERN, REDUCED LOFT DESIGN.

COMPLETELY DECORATED ANGLE TILE EDGE.

FROSTPROOF WITH 25 YEAR GUARANTEE.*
MAXIMUM COLOUR STABILITY,
MATCHING WITH FLAT ELEMENTS.

175 MM ANGLE TILE DEPTH FOR A FULLER OVERALL VISUAL IMPRESSION
AND EVEN MORE RELIABLE HANDLING.

STRÖHER HARD-GLAZE FOR OPTIMAL STEP SECURITY
AND EASY OF CLEANING.

52 MM ANGLE TILE HEIGHT WITH ‘INTEGRATED DRIP EDGE’.
TERIOTEC® X

FROST RESISTANT. ANTI-SLIP. STATE OF THE ART.

TRIM PIECES

9441 loft stair tread corner®
340 x 340 x 35 x 11 mm, calibrated

9430 loft stair tread tile®
294 x 340 x 35 x 11 mm, calibrated

8102/8108 skirting
294 x 73 x 8 mm

Fade-free and colourfast
Easy maintenance and hygiene
Highly resilient
Laying is child’s play
Completely frost resistant – 25 year guarantee
Anti-slip
Calibrated on four sides
Originally extruded
KERAPLATE®

THE CERAMIC CONCEPT FROM OUTDOORS TO INDOORS.

COARSE CERAMICS, COMBINING ANGLE TILE WITH STAIR TREAD TILE, WITH THE INNOVATIVE SPIRIT AND THE CONVENIENCES OF A MARKET LEADER.

Diverse moulded parts, frostproof and fully decorated edge. Perfect utilization fulfilment for surfaces, stair tread tiles and edge pieces. From the classic split tile to oversize elements and innovative balcony edgings. Showing edges with matured ceramic solutions. The new Florentine generation. Modern, reduced linearity: loft stair tread and loft angle tile. The original.

175 mm angle tile depth for a fuller overall visual impression and even more reliable handling.

Frostproof with 25 year guarantee.*

Modern, reduced loft design.

Completely decorated angle tile edge.

Ideal adhesive properties through extruded ceramics on rear surface.

STRÖHER hard-glaze for optimal step security and easy of cleaning.

Maximum colour stability, matching with flat elements.

10 mm material thickness, calibrated.

52 mm angle tile height with 'integrated drip edge'.
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